These BREEZE worm-gear clamps with heavy duty four-piece Quadra-lock construction are designed for use in general-purpose and industrial applications. The BREEZE Quadra-lock clamp is a significant upgrade from common three-piece SAE worm-gear designs, delivering the ultimate in both quality and value.

BREEZE Power-Seal Mini offers a compact streamlined design for fuel, air and transmission hose lines. Breeze Power-Seal Full size Quadra-Lock has a design featuring heavy duty four-piece, industrial aircraft construction. Here, the housing is clinched at four points for extra strength and stability, enabling the clamp to resist twist and housing tilt, a common factor during installation.

The advantages

at a glance

Mini:
- Three material grades
- High clamping force
- High destruction torque
- NAS 1922 specification

Full Size:
- Excellent clamp load
- Smooth housing underside ensures more even distribution of sealing pressure
- Exceeds SAE J 1508 specifications